HOLY SHIT!

2 PLANES JUST TOOK OUT 3 BUILDINGS?!

Why is Doug Jones having an oh shit moment?

You’ll find out.

TFW you stole an election and now you’re wondering if you can steal clemency too.

He can fuck my wife and run my campaign. Joe Trippi can do anything.
The term "fraudulent voter registration" means any situation where an individual knowingly and intentionally takes steps to add ineligible individuals to voter lists.
It was all Joe Trippi's work, he showed me the way

The look of a man going to jail. We know Doug. We know.

I just stole an election. Better fake a heart attack.
The term "fraudulent voting" means the act of casting a non-provisional ballot or multiple ballots with knowledge that casting the ballot or ballots is illegal.

THEY BROUGHT IN PEOPLE FROM OUT OF STATE TO VOTE IN ALABAMA

BECAUSE I'M GOING TO BRING IN ABOUT THE TRUTH OF 9/11
BREAKING: One Of The Illegals Caught Voting In Alabama Works For The DNC
I didn't win the lottery, but I did wake up in the best country in the world. And that's kind of the same thing.
From Sea to Shining Sea

SWEET LAND OF LIBERTY
BY THE DAWN’S EARLY LIGHT

GAVE PROOF THROUGH THE NIGHT

THAT OUR FLAG WAS STILL THERE
Fashion Trend 2018
THESE GUYS

THINK THEY'RE PRETTY SLICK

I'M PERFECTLY CALM DUDE

CALMER THAN YOU ARE.

HI. THEY CALL ME "DICK".
CHRIS MATTHEWS - HI I'M CHRIS HANSEN FROM DATELINE, WHY DON'T YOU HAVE A SEAT OVER THERE
B-but, I'm a Democrat!

The law isn't supposed to apply to me!

MATTHEWS PAID $40,000 TO SETTLE WITH AN ASSISTANT PRODUCER ON HIS SHOW...

...HARDBALLS
The Clinton Foundation
Where H&B laundered
Their cut from Uranium sales
to Russia

The Clinton Foundation
Where B&H received
Their cut for selling US
Uranium to Russia
@Potus tweeted Covfefe & MSM spilt theirs.

It’s actually a bill to make Social Media a Presidential Record.
FAVORITE BIRD?
I LIKE OWLS.

You are feeders.
Deep Space Explorer

Official Footage

2017-11-24

Project Disclosure
Official footage of angry alien

Project Disclosure

Photograph taken: 2017-11-20
Baby alien in carseat

2017-01-20

Friendly gesture of US Commander and an angry alien intruder

1983-10-12
Official footage of very angry alien

Photograph taken 2017-10-22

Project Disclosure
How far is Earth?
Are we there yet?
"SO WE RUN DOWN THE GUNS, AND BRING BACK THE KIDS AND DRUGS."
“Regarding the Great Depression. You’re right, we did it. We’re very sorry. But thanks to you, we won’t do it again.”

-Ben Bernanke
Look boss, a fag

FAGS DON'T CARE ABOUT THE COUNTRY

THEY JUST WANT TO BE GAY
SHAKEN BABY SYNDROME?

OR, BABYSHAKE SYNDROME?!

THESE FETUS SHAKES NEED A REALLY BIG STRAW

OR ELSE THE LITTLE PIECES GET STUCK
Forward Together.
GET YOUR ASS OUT THERE
AND PROTECT MY FAMILY WITH YOUR LIFE
POLITICIAN, OR SADISTIC KILLER?
YOU BE THE JUDGE.
...IGNORANCE IS STRENGTH
GAY..

LITERALLY
Hey Bro..
Like.. 'Do as thou wilt' MMMK?

Obama: We had to send Iran pallets of cash
Because we couldn't send a check.
SHILL! BEGONE!

BROHUG, NOHOMO?

DARKNESS BAD
LIGHT GOOD
WWJD?

THIS..

JUDGE, JURY, AND EXECUTIONER
"You are a slave... Like everyone else you were born into bondage. Into a prison that you cannot taste or see or touch.

A prison for your mind... I'm trying to free your mind... But I can only show you the door. You're the one that has to walk through it."

- Morpheus

FUUUUUK
THEY'RE MELTING

#Melting

THEY'RE MELTING

THEY'RE MELTING
I LOVE THE SMELL

OF MEME WARFARE IN THE MORNING
It's cute how you think Comey tweeting quotes from the chief Nuremberg prosecutor are directed toward President Trump. Let Mommy tell you a story about military tribunals and relevant SCOTUS decisions regarding them...
They say that MOABS really know how to fly.
MOAR SHEKELS

PLZ

WHEN CABAL COUNTRIES DON'T WANT TO BE BLAMED FOR STARTING ARMAGEDDON...

THEN THE CIA WILL CREATE A PHONY PROXY STATE WHO DOES
MFW WHEN THE CIA ARRANGED HELP FROM SPACEX

WE TRICK THE PUBLIC INTO THINKING THEY NEED LEADERS LIKE US TO PROTECT THEM

WHEN IN REALITY THEY NEED PROTECTION FROM US
BUT... I DON'T EVEN LIKE PIZZA
AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL

AMERICAN ROCK SALT
Mined with pride in the U.S.A.
PATRIOT. DEFENDER. FATHER.
I'M SORRY
I CAN'T HEAR YOU OVER MY FREEDOM

THE CALL OF DUTY.
FREEDOM'S CALLING.
FOR GOD AND COUNTRY
Trump Tides

The current is way strong.
THE SECOND CIVIL WAR MIGHT BE BRIEF

PREPARE TO TAKE AMERICA BACK
12 HRS/DAY, 7 DAYS/WK FOR 2 MONTHS+

/CBTS/

FIRE
GIVE IT ALL YOU'VE GOT LADS FOR GOD AND COUNTRY

FIRE
Truth Movement Has Twitter in a Bind

Don’t Worry About the 18th, it’s a Nothing Burger.

Twitter needs us Conservatives to please its shareholders.

Viewing many issues and hashtags last week indicated that #MAGA viewpoints overwhelm Leftist/Liberal views.

We own the narrative now. We are on the ascendancy.

Did you notice the new Twitter options on tweets to make it easier to make and add to your THREADS?

And did you also realize that it is Truthers who are making the most threads?

People are posting “@ThreadReaderApp unroll DM” in a reply to a thread to get a link to a beautiful web page with the thread in easy to read format. Go to http://archive.is/ enter the link to save the thread.

We are Winning!
YA'LL WANT SOME PIZZA DOUGH CINNAMON ROLLS?
THIS IS THE CHURCH, THIS IS THE STEEPLE - YOU WANT SOME PIZZA DOUGH CINNAMON ROLLS WITH MY APOLOGY?
Aliens
I tell ya', ALIENS!
Fake Russian Collusion is dead. What else we got? Fake Constitutional Crisis? Then there's always Fake Aliens with Project BlueBeam.

You think ya hot shit

Dontcha?
PASSWORD? SERIOUSLY? SKIPPY; YOU ARE HEREBY SENTENCED TO 1000 HOURS OF ANAL PROBING FOR VIOLATION OF YOUR NDA

C'MON GUYS - IS THE RAZOR WIRE NECESSARY?
I CALL MINE 'SKIPPY'.

WHAT DO YOU CALL YOURS?
SKIPPY. THAT'S WHAT I CALL MY DICK.
Just needs a little Walnut Sauce

#FollowTheWhiteRabbit
LISTEN CHARLES...

AS YOUR ATTORNEY, THERE'S SOMETHING I HAVE TO TELL YOU
RED CROSS?

YEAH, I KNOW THEM..
"In our dream, we have limitless resources, and the people yield themselves with perfect docility to our molding hand. The present educational conventions fade from our minds; and, unhampered by tradition, we work our own good will upon a grateful and responsive folk."
We shall not try to make these people or any of their children into philosophers or men of learning or science. We are not to raise up from among them authors, orators, poets, or men of letters.

We shall not search for embryo great artists, painters, musicians. Nor will we cherish even the humbler ambition to raise up from among them lawyers, doctors, preachers, politicians, statesmen, of whom we now have ample supply.”
THERE COMES A TIME IN EVERY POWERFUL ROYAL FAMILY'S HISTORY TO SHIELD THEMSELVES WITH THEIR ALLIES
ROY MOORE CALLED FOR U.S. CONSTITUTION TO BE STRIPPED BACK AND WANTS TO KNOW WHAT ‘REALLY HAPPENED’ ON 9/11

BY TOM PORTER ON 12/11/17 AT 5:43 AM
Santa is nearby....

I can sense his Presents.
Revenge is a dish best served cold
The people now know Politics, MSM, & Hollywood are satanic minions.
I hope they don't find out about the "magic circle".

Or that my followers call me "PAN".
I DON'T ALWAYS DECIDE TO DROP OUT OF CONGRESS

BUT WHEN I DO ITS FOR "SEXUAL MISCONDUCT"
Man: I just shit my pants
Nurse: That's ok, accidents happen
Man: Bitch did I say it was an accident?
GAVE PROOF THROUGH THE NIGHT THAT OUR FLAG WAS STILL THERE.
YOU'D BEST START BELIEVING IN THE STORM

YOU'RE IN IT

THE STORM IS UPON US

#Qanon

THE STORM IS UPON US

#Qanon
THE CALM IS OVER

THE STORM IS UPON US
YOU WANT TO SEE STUPID SHIT?

CAUSE I CAN DO STUPID SHIT
TFW YOU KNOW...

EVERYTHING GOAN
BE ALL RIGHT
Hang the traitors

(This message was approved by the citizens of the USA)

WHAT IS TREASON?
WHAT IS TREASON?

WHAT IS TREASON?
Oh, Debbie.

IT'S AFRAID.
Hey soros... remember revenge is a dish best served cold!

Hey soros!!! Remember Revenge is a dish best served cold!

BREAKING
DRAINING THE SWAMP.
IT'S A TOUGH JOB, BUT SOMEBODY'S GOT TO DO IT!

Globalists

If this man wins, we'll all hang.
EATS GLOBALIST'S FOR BREAKFAST

SHITS FREEDOM

#KEKMATE
He will not divide us.
Remember that time
When Trump roasted the cabal
TRUMP
TEFLON DON
WE WILL NOT TOLERATE HATE SPEECH

UNLESS IT'S WHITE HATE SPEECH
TWITTER IS AT WAR WITH HATE SPEECH

TWITTER HAS ALWAYS BEEN AT WAR WITH HATE SPEECH

If 5000 America-hating socialists can shut down a large city, Imagine what 60 million pissed off Patriots could do
If 5000 America-hating socialists can shut down a large city
Imagine what 60 million pissed off Patriots could do
🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥

If 5000 America-hating socialists can shut down a large city
Imagine what 60 million pissed off Patriots could do
🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥
If 5000 America-hating socialists can shut down a large city
Imagine what 60 million pissed off Patriots could do
🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥
LOVES HIS DICK MORE THAN HE LOVES HIS COUNTRY.